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CASH BIDS
CWRS No. 1 > 13.5 (Oct)
Canola No. 1
Yellow Peas
Green Peas
CPSR No. 2 > 11.5
CWSW No. 2 <10.0
Red Feed Wheat
White Feed Wheat
Feed Barley
Malt Barley
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Wheat

$6.20
Wheat production is expected to decline slightly for 2020 while demand is
$10.67 expected to increase due to larger amounts of food use.
$6.75 Saskatchewan wheat harvest is considered 19% complete as of Aug 31/20
$7.00 Yields are varying as well as protein and grade. As of right now we haven't
seen enough to get a good handle on average grade and protein.
$5.09 Pulses
$5.00 Barley in the fields appears to be doing very well but the market itself has
quietened down from yearly harvest pressure.
$4.05
Feed wheat is holding steady and movement is being requested for months
$4.50 further out.
$3.55 Both feed barley and feed wheat pricing have declined quite a bit and will
NO BID likely stay low until the supplies can be accurately determined.
A heavier stock on feed barley is still expected so tight supplies are likely not
going to move pricing upward.

Feed Grains & Pulses
-Nicole Squires

This week we have seen some big price moves in Canola futures, moving
from mid 10’s to into the 11’s to back into the 10s today.
Canola harvest is underway, initial reports are good for yield in the area, but
will take more acres going through the combine to get a better idea.
The frost this week was widespread, and the effects are still to be
determined, prices reacted upwards to the frost but have since moved back.
We have great Canola movement coming up this fall – call for pricing ideas
and any special requirements we can help with!

306-210-8132

Feed Markets

Barley in the fields appears to be doing very well but the market itself has
quietened down from yearly harvest pressure.
Feed wheat is holding steady and movement is being requested for months
further out.
Both feed barley and feed wheat pricing have declined quite a bit and will
likely stay low until the supplies can be accurately determined.
A heavier stock on feed barley is still expected so tight supplies are likely not
going to move pricing upward.

Dashboard Chronicles

Harvest hasn’t been a full blown circus as of yet but most farmers have
picked off their pulses and are waiting for everything else to cure. The
circus will be tomorrow. Or tomorrow after that.
There was one real sobering reminder of what the weatherman can do as
some places were hit with a deep frost but good harvest days lay ahead.
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